TOP OPS competition, teams of one (1), two (2), or three (3) water operators will compete against each other in a fast paced question and answer tournament. A moderator will pose a broad range of technical questions. Points will be awarded to the team that first answers the questions correctly. The team with the highest score at the end of the allotted time is the winner!

Contest winners will receive a $60 first prize, $40 second prize, and $20 third prize. First prize winners may be eligible to represent NEAWWA at the National TOP OPS competition to be held, June 2020 in Orlando.

To register a team or obtain more information, please contact:

Chad F Roberts.
croberts@norfolkne.gov
402-844-2210

Note: NDHHS will provide certification credits to operators attending this event.

To review National Top Ops eligibility:

http://awwaneb.org/fallconference/#topops